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1) Listed buildings in Sedbergh (including map reference numbers)   
 
 
Plan 
Ref 

House name or number Address   

1 1-4 RAILTON YARD Sedbergh 
2 1 BACK LANE Sedbergh 
3 15, 16 and 17 BACK LANE Sedbergh 
4 18 and 19 BACK LANE Sedbergh 
5 20 BACK LANE Sedbergh 
6 THE OLD GRAMMAR SCHOOL (NOW THE SCHOOL LIBRARY) BACK LANE Sedbergh 
7 THE OLD VICARAGE BACK LANE Sedbergh 
8 JUBILEE DRINKING FOUNTAIN BUILT INTO CHURCHYARD HALL FINKLE STREET Sedbergh 
9  WINDER COTTAGE (NUMBER 9) 9 AND 11 HOWGILL LANE Sedbergh 

10 27 and 28 LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 
11 33 LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 
12 34 and 35 LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 
13 36 and 37 LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 
14 CHAPEL AT SEDBERGH SCHOOL LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 
15 BOER WALL MEMORIAL APPROXIMATELY 40 METRES NORTH OF 

CHAPEL OF SEDBERGH SCHOOL 
LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 

16 BOUNDARY WALL AND RAILINGS TO CHAPEL AT SEDBERGH SCHOOL 
WITH GATEWAYS AND LAMP 

LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 

17 SCHOOL HOUSE AT SEDBERGH SCHOOL LOFTUS HILL Sedbergh 
18 3 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
19 4 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
20 33 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
21 35 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
22 37 and 39 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
23 WEBSTER'S PHARMACY 41 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
24 48 and 50 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
25 6 RAILTON YARD Sedbergh 
26 MARSHALL HOUSE AND ATTACHED AREA RAILINGS 53 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
27 57 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
28 79 and 81 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 



Plan 
Ref 

House name or number Address   

29 80, 82 and 84 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
30 1 NEW STREET Sedbergh 
31 95 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
32 CHURCH OF ST ANDREW MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
33 K6 TELEPHONE KIOSK BESIDE CHURCHYARD MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
34 EVANS HOUSE AND ATTACHED AREA RAILINGS TO THE FRONT MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
35 WALLED GARDEN APPROXIMATELY 40 METRES SOUTH OF EVANS 

HOUSE 
MAIN STREET Sedbergh 

36 FOLLY YARD 7 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
37 FOLLY YARD 9 and 11 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
38 WEAVERS YARD 2 AND 3 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
39 WEAVERS YARD 5 AND 7 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
40 PALMERS HILL 1, 3 AND 5 MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
41 3 and 5 NEW STREET Sedbergh 
42 7 and 9 NEW STREET Sedbergh 
43 POWELL HALL AT SEDBERGH SCHOOL STATION ROAD Sedbergh 
44 CLASSROOM BLOCK TO EAST OF POWELL HALL AT SEDBERGH 

SCHOOL 
STATION ROAD Sedbergh 

45 WAR MEMORIAL CLOISTER AT SEDBERGH SCHOOL STATION ROAD Sedbergh 
46 THE OLD HOUSE AT THE HILL JOSS LANE Sedbergh 
47 1, 2 and 3 SETTLEBECK COTTAGES OFF LONG LANE Sedbergh 
48 SPEDDING HOUSE AND ATTACHED BARN TO SOUTH MILLTHROP Sedbergh 
49 THORNS HALL AND ATTACHED STABLE WING TO REAR LONG LANE Sedbergh 
50 THORNS COTTAGE THORNS LANE Sedbergh 
51 49 and 51 MITCHELL'S PHARMACY MAIN STREET Sedbergh 
52 ARCHERS HALL MILLTHROP Sedbergh 
53 BARN APPROX 15m SOUTH EAST OF CASTLEHAW FARMHOUSE CASTLEHAW LANE Sedbergh 
54 BARN AND COTTAGE ATTACHED TO WEST OF HIGH BIRKS 

FARMHOUSE 
BIRKS LANE Sedbergh 

55 BARN APPROX 20M TO NORTH WEST OF ARCHERS HALL MILLTHROP Sedbergh 
56 BIRKS COTTAGE BIRKS LANE Sedbergh 
57 BROWSIDE COTTAGE MILLTHROP Sedbergh 
58 CASTLEHAW FARMHOUSE CASTLEHAW LANE Sedbergh 
59 HIGH BIRKS FARMHOUSE BIRKS LANE Sedbergh 
60 LOW BIRKS BIRKS LANE Sedbergh 



Plan 
Ref 

House name or number Address   

61 MILLTHROP BRIDGE OVER RIVER RAWTHEY MILLTHROP Sedbergh 
62 NEW BRIDGE  Sedbergh 
63 4 AND 5 SETTLEBECK COTTAGES Sedbergh 
64 6 AND 7 SETTLEBECK COTTAGES Sedbergh 
65 SMALL BARN APPROX 30M NORTH OF ARCHER'S HALL MILLTHROP Sedbergh 

 



2) List Building Descriptions 
 
MonUID Name DC_Description Easting Northing Grid 

Ref 
MYD13
787 

The Old 
House at 
the Hill, 
Joss Lane 

Small cruck-framed farmhouse, now house. Probably C16, walls recently partly re-built; restored and 
extended. Roughly-coursed mixed rubble, steeply-pitched slate roof. Three-bay plan on east-west axis. 
EXTERIOR: now 1.5 storeys. The south front has a doorway towards the right-hand end, a rectangular 
window to the right and 3 windows to the left (that in the centre with a plain stone mullion). Roof very 
steeply pitched to this side. Gable chimney to left. Two small attic windows in left gable. (Recent single-
storey extension attached at this end). Rear, 2-storeyed, with stone slate band, recent gabled porch at 
right-hand end, very small square breather opening above this, stair-window in centre (interrupting the 
slate band) one small square window at ground floor to left and 2 small inserted windows at 1st floor.  
 
INTERIOR: 2 full cruck trusses of large scantling, that at the west (upper) end with tie-beam which has 
arched undercutting for a former doorway at its north end, the other now lacking a tie-beam, but both 
with collars and vacant housings and mortices of former purlins with down-braces. Between the 2 
trusses is an chamfered lateral beam with stops at both ends, and at the west gable wall a good mid-C18 
stone fireplace with corbelled lintel and moulded cornice. (Formerly Listed as: Hill) 

366104 492441 SD 
6610 
9244 

MYD35
645 

School 
House at 
Sedbergh 
School, 
Loftus Hill 

Boarding house of Sedbergh School. 1878, by Paley & Austin, apparently enlarged and slightly altered. 
Coursed sandstone rubble, slate roof. Irregular H-plan formed by main range on east-west axis with 
short projecting east and west wings (the latter with a gabled cross-wing at its south end) and a tower at 
the north-east corner. Subdued Jacobean style.  
 
EXTERIOR: two-and-a-half storeys, a 6-window main range, with 2 buttresses (the second carried up to 
a chimney), and a string-course over the ground floor; 9-light mullion-and-transom windows on both 
floors of the 1st bay, a similar window at ground floor of the 2nd bay and a 2-light mullion window above, 
cross-windows at ground floor and 2-light windows at 1st floor of the other bays; gabled dormers in the 
roof. Both wings are in similar style, but with less regular fenestration, including multiple-light mullioned 
windows in the gables, and have coped gables with kneelers. The south end of the west return of the 
west wing achieves a better stylistic effect, consisting of 3 gabled 2-window bays, that in the centre 
having a half-dormer gable and that to the right breaking forwards as a short wing, with a large canted 
bay window to the 1st bay and a very prominent 5-sided bay window to the 3rd bay, cross-window 
fenestration throughout the ground floor, 2-light mullioned windows throughout the 1st floor, one 4-light 
mullioned window to the top of each bay, and gable coping with kneelers; further north the fenestration is 
less regular. The tower at the north-east corner is square, rises one stage above the eaves, has a 
louvred 1-light belfry window in each side with a hoodmould, a coped parapet and a pyramidal roof with a 
weathervane.  
 
INTERIOR: fireplaces and staircase in corresponding style, and datestone lettered 1878. 

365831 491683 SD 
65831 
91683 

MYD35
647 

Nos 1, 2 
and 3 
Settlebeck 
Cottages 

Row of 3 houses. Probably late C18 or early C19; altered. Roughly coursed rubble with quoins, stone 
slate roof. Double-depth plan, each house single-fronted, Nos 1 and 2 built halls-adjoining. Three 
storeys, 1+1+1 windows. Nos 1 and 2 have coupled doorways with large stone lintels and altered doors, 
No.3 has a segmental-headed doorway with rubble voussoirs and a similar door, and each has 1 square 

366309 492069 SD 
66309 
92069 



MonUID Name DC_Description Easting Northing Grid 
Ref 

off Long 
Lane 

window on each floor, all 6-pane sashes except that at 2nd floor of No.1 which now has a 15-pane top-
hung casement. Gable chimneys and a large lateral chimney at the junction of Nos 2 and 3. Rear: 
various rectangular windows including 3 fixed windows with glazing bars and one opening pane each. 
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms part of a prominent town centre group with Nos 4 and 5 adjoining to the 
right (qv), and Nos 6 and 7 (qv) adjoining No.5. (Formerly Listed as: Settlebeck). 

MYD35
649 

Spedding 
House and 
attached 
barn to 
south 

Farmhouse with attached bank barn. Probably early C18; altered. Slobbered random rubble with quoins, 
stone slate and slate roof to house, slate roof to barn on slightly higher level. 
 
The house is 2 storeys, 3:2 windows. The 3-window portion is symmetrical, with an altered gabled porch 
protecting a doorway with C20 glazed door, a blind window above the porch, and two 6-pane hornless 
sashed windows on each floor; the 2-window portion to the right has 2 almost square 6-pane sashes on 
each floor. All these windows have raised sills, monolith lintels and exposed boxes. Gable chimney to 
left, large square chimney at junction. The barn, continued to the right, has irregularly-arranged through-
stones, a segmental-headed window and wide segmental-headed doorway at ground floor, both with 
rubble voussoirs, a loading doorway above to the left altered as a window, and 3 slit breathers at the 
same level. Rear: house has large C20 back extension; barn has wagon doorway to upper level.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected. 

366181 491172 SD 
66181 
91172 

MYD35
657 

The Old 
Grammar 
School 
(now the 
School 
Library), 
Back Lane 

Grammar school, now library. Dated 1716 on original doorway in west front; altered in C19, internally 
remodelled in 1957-8 by Sir Albert Richardson. Random rubble with lacing courses, freestone quoins 
and dressings, stone slate roof. Rectangular plan on east-west axis, with original entrance in west gable 
end.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys. The gabled west front, with raised rusticated quoins, a plain lst-floor string-course 
carried round and a band over the upper floor, gable copings with kneelers and a corniced gable 
chimney. Round-headed doorway (now blocked internally) with pilaster jambs, moulded imposts, 
moulded head with keystone, double doors each with 2 bolection-moulded panels, and a fanlight with 
radiating glazing bars. Doorway framed by a pilastered architrave which has entablatures to the pilasters 
inscribed "17" (left) and "16" (right), a triglyph frieze and a segmental pediment; and in the centre of the 
upper floor a rectangular wall tablet with moulded surround and cornice, containing a carved shield. The 
7-window north and south side walls, both very regular, have round-headed windows on both floors, the 
lower much taller then the upper, all with raised sills and pilastered architraves with imposts and 
keystones, and all with renewed wooden mullions and transoms, and small-paned leaded glazing. Both 
sides have moulded gutters on curved metal brackets, and the south side has one rainwater head 
between the 4th and 5th windows. The east gable end, with gable copings and chimney like the west 
end, has an ex situ C17 doorway and door.  
 
INTERIOR: remodelled by lowering of ground floor and insertion of galleries in this room; restored dog-
legged staircase at east end, with closed string, square newels with ball finials, turned balusters and 
moulded handrail. 

365773 492029 SD 
65773 
92029 

MYD35 The Old Vicarage, now private house. Probably C17 or earlier, enlarged and very much altered. White-painted 366165 491917 SD 



MonUID Name DC_Description Easting Northing Grid 
Ref 

658 Vicarage, 
Vicarage 
Lane, off 
Back Lane 

coursed rubble, stone slate roof. A long single-depth range on a roughly north-south axis, in at least 3 
builds. Main range of approximately 3 structural bays, with an early one-bay extension at the north end 
and a C19 one bay addition at the south end.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys, with a west front of 1:5:1 windows. The 5-window main range has 3 small 
windows, a doorway and another small window at ground floor. Doorway with a part-glazed door and the 
windows mostly square, the 1st and 3rd being 6-pane sashes and the 2nd and 4th casements with 
glazing bars, and five 12-pane hornless sashes at 1st floor grouped 1:3:1; left hand end has a large 
square chimney stack with a wide cylindrical shaft, and on the ridge between the 4th and 5th windows a 
lateral chimney stack which has coupled cylindrical shafts. The extension to the left has a lean-to 
extension at ground floor, a narrow 4-pane sashed window above this and a gable chimney. The C19 
addition to the right, which is slightly higher, has a wide round-headed window with margin panes, a 
narrow 6-pane window right of this with arched glazing bars in the top panes, a 12-pane sashed window 
at 1st floor; and a lateral chimney at the junction, with 3 clustered cylindrical shafts. The rear (or east 
front) has a full-height gabled turret to the centre of the main range, a bowed full-height extension to its 
south bay, 2 very small windows at 1st floor in line with its north chimney stack, and various hornless 
sashed windows including one tripartite sash on each floor of the C19 addition to the south end.  
 
INTERIOR: very thick walls at ground floor of main range; internal partitioning altered at various dates, 
so as to make the evolution of the structure almost unintelligible. 

66165 
91917 

MYD35
659 

Thorns 
Cottage 

House. c1700, much altered in 1896-7 (datestones). Various local stones, roughly coursed; stone slab 
roof.  
 
PLAN: formerly a laithe house, the house of 2 units, with a central cross passage, the laithe undergoing 
some alterations at time of inspection (February 1990). To this was added a south porch and a storeyed 
porch to the north, all in a picturesque "medieval" style.  
 
EXTERIOR: south (garden) front of house, 2 storeys and 3 bays, symmetrical, the centre projected to 
form a storeyed porch with curved angles, stepped parapet with coping and cornice band, rustic Venetian 
window to 1st floor, the doorway under a shaped stone canopy, deeply-recessed side windows under 
round-headed arches, the whole porch oddly detailed with careful use of varied coloured stone. Side 
bays with mullioned 3- and 2-light casement windows to ground and first floors respectively, the mullions 
corbelled to support slightly projecting top lights. Chimneys at both ends of house, both with moulded 
caps and that to the left, perhaps originally corbelled but now external throughout. Rear: storeyed wing 
crenellated with diagonally placed corner turret; irregularly-disposed windows, one (to north) with pointed 
arch. To the west, in the angle of the wing and the main range, is a small attached round tower. The rear 
wall of the main range has 3 windows in deep reveals, and eaves with shaped stone corbels. Laithe 
(barn) with simple windows in stone surrounds (presumably early C19 insertions).  
 
INTERIOR: refurbished 1897 in eccentric style: much panelling and planking to walls, some set 
diagonally and herringbone fashion; panelled and coffered ceilings, that to the entrance hall with 
moulded and chamfered beams. Stairs with green ironwork railings which rise to form an open dome 

366387 492237 SD 
66387 
92237 



MonUID Name DC_Description Easting Northing Grid 
Ref 

over the stairwell. First-floor rooms all similarly treated, one with an internal porch in free C17 style. The 
designs are highly unusual, especially for Cumbria, and may well be the work of the late-C19 owner, T 
Hewetson. 

MYD35
660 

Thorns Hall 
and 
attached 
stable wing 
to rear, 
Long Lane 

Large house with attached stable wing to rear; now hotel. Probably early to mid C17, enlarged and 
altered in C19. Mixed random rubble with quoins, roof of green and blue slate. Single-depth 3-unit main 
range on east-west axis, with projecting porch, rear outshut to 1st bay and part of 2nd, C19 additions to 
west end and rear; stable wing attached to rear of west end.  
 
EXTERIOR: the main range, 2 storeys and attic, 2:1:2 windows, has a large 2-storey gabled porch offset 
right of centre. This has a restored round-headed doorway, a C19 12-pane sash above, and gable 
coping with kneelers and a finial; a 2-light double-chamfered mullioned window with a hoodmould in 
each side wall, and a blocked similar window above that in the right-hand side. Behind and above the 
porch is a gabled attic dormer which has a 2-light chamfered flush mullion window with diamond leaded 
panes, and a ball finial. The other windows are C19: a 12-pane sash on each floor to the right of the 
porch, and large tripartite hornless sashes elsewhere. Large extruded chimney at left gable, with re-built 
shaft; C19 chimneys to front wall to right and at right-hand gable. Set back at the left end is a C19 2-
storey wing with two 12-pane sashes on each floor, and a pyramidal roof. Rear: outshut to west end, 
under catelide roof, has 2-light mullioned window at cellar level, and a blocked window to right of that. 
Former stable range (linked to rear of C19 west wing), of coursed rubble with quoins, stone slate roof, 2 
storeys, with a stone slate dripcourse over each floor, has (inter alia) a wagon doorway near the left end 
and 3 stable doorways near the right-hand end, all segmental-headed with rubble voussoirs; and slit 
breathers at 1st floor.  
 
INTERIOR: hall has C17 muntin-and-rail panelled partition to service end, and a large chamfered beam; 
open-well quarter-turn staircase with closed string, square newels, turned balusters and moulded 
handrail; parlour completely wainscotted with muntin-and-rail panelling and intersecting arcaded frieze; 
chamber over parlour with C18 bolection-moulded panelling (part recently moved to enclose en suite 
facilities); roof of 6 principal-rafter trusses, the principals half-lapped at the apex, with angle struts, and 
including some re-used elements of a very substantial timber-framed building.  
 
HISTORICAL NOTE: occupied in C19 by members of the Elam family (wall monuments in Church of St 
John the Evangelist, Dent, qv). 

366380 492158 SD 
66380 
92158 

MYD35
663 

War 
Memorial 
Cloister at 
Sedbergh 
School, off 
Station 
Road 

War memorial. 1924, by Hubert Worthington; with an addition of c1945-50. Sandstone ashlar. Built into 
the slope of the ground in front and below the Classroom Block (qv), so that the top forms a detached 
grassed forecourt to that building, with a flight of steps descending from its centre to the centre of the 
cloister facing south; and a memorial seat added on the north side of the forecourt a little to the north of 
the steps. The cloister has a wide U-plan: a 5-bay arcade flanked by short but wide 3-bay arcaded wings, 
all the arches round-headed. The main arcade has short square piers with a raised square panel on the 
front of each, moulded imposts and moulded heads to the arches with keystones run up to a continuous 
frieze, and a plain parapet. In the spandrels of the outer pair of arches are carved shields; the frieze is 
inscribed ''THEIR NAME LIVETH FOR EVERMORE", and a raised panel in the centre of the parapet is 
inscribed "DVRA VIRVM NVTRIX". Each wing has a large central arch flanked by smaller window 

365526 491896 SD 
65526 
91896 



MonUID Name DC_Description Easting Northing Grid 
Ref 

arches, with a pair of lion masks in the spandrels, and a raised panel on the parapet with inscription 
"MDCCCCXIV" (on the left) and "MDCCCXVIII" (on the right). The return sides of the parapets continue 
northwards to enclose the sides of a grassed garden. Inside the cloister each bay has a dome-vaulted 
ceiling, and the rear wall has a central archway to the steps flanked on each side by 4 bays of blind 
arcading. Each blind arch contains a wreathed panel with painted lists of names, the inner four (1914-18) 
totalling 248 names and the outer four (1939-45) totalling 192. Aligned with the top of the steps to the 
forecourt is a hexagonal 2-stage stone bench with inscriptions on alternate sides of the upper stage 
recording the names of 3 former pupils awarded the Victoria Cross in 1941 (2nd Lieut. G.W.Gunn and 
Major-General J.S.Campbell, both at Sidi Resegh, and Flg.Off. Kenneth Campbell at Brest). An 
exceptionally well conceived war memorial of great dignity, the descendng steps serving as a metaphor 
of interment, but leading to light. Forms group with classroom block (qv) to north and Powell Hall to 
north-west (qv). 

MYD35
544 

Nos 1-4 
Railton 
Yard off 
Main Street 

Row of 4 small cottages, the 4th horizontally subdivided with a spinning gallery at 1st floor; recently 
restored, partly remodelled and enlarged as 2 cottages and 2 holiday flats, and  unoccupied at time of 
inspection (April 1995). Probably late C18 or early C19, in 2 builds; altered. Roughly-coursed mixed 
rubble with quoins, stone slate roof. Linear plan on north-south axis facing east, Nos. 1 and 2 formerly 
one unit each but now integrated as No.1 (and ground floor of former No.1 now garages with doors in 
south gable wall); former No.3 (now No.2) double-fronted.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys and 6 windows, with a vertical joint between Nos 1 and 2 (formerly Nos 2 and 3). 
Doorway to former No.1 at left end now partly blocked and an 8-pane sash inserted; doorway to former 
No.2 (now No.1) with stone lintel and renewed panelled door, a narrow window to its left and a renewed 
16-pane sash to its right; doorway to former No.3 (now No.2), with-similarly-renewed-door, flanked by 
renewed 16-pane sashes. Similar renewed sashes at 1st floor of all these units. Former Nos 4 and 5 
(now 3 and 4) set back at ground and lst-floor levels of the north bay, with a restored gallery at 1st floor 
approached by restored stone steps to the right, and protected by roof carried across on a large purlin; 
each flat with a renewed doorway and window, and that at No.4 with a long beam over it. (Recent 
addition at north end not included in the item.)  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. The only surviving example of a spinning gallery which formerly characterised 
both Sedbergh and Dent. Forms group with Nos 49 and 51 (Mitchell's Pharmacy), Main Street (qv), and 
with No.53 (Marshall House, qv) adjoining that. 

365811 492110 SD 
65811 
92110 

MYD35
545 

No 41 Main 
Street 
(Webster's 
Pharmacy) 

House, now shop. Probably C17; altered. Random mixed rubble, with rendered facade, roof not visible 
but probably slate. Rectangular 2-unit plan at right-angles to street.  
 
EXTERIOR: gabled 2.5-storey 3-window facade of c1870-80, with symmetrical shop-front at ground 
floor. This has a central splay to a slightly-recessed doorway (with C20 glazed door), flanked by plate-
glass windows, all these opening framed by simple pilasters which have incised enrichment suggesting 
an Ionic Order, and over them is a frieze with painted lettering, canted forwards over the doorway. The 
1st floor has a canted oriel window in the centre with sashed glazing, flanked by narrow one-light sashes 
with 4-pane upper leaves; the 2nd floor has a pair of square cross-windows. Oversailing gable verges 
with simple bargeboarding. The right-hand return side, with long through-stones, has a doorway in the 

365789 492130 SD 
65789 
92130 
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centre, a small window above and to the left, a blocked window to the right and a taller opening blocked 
with brick above this (possibly a doorway), both with slate dripbands over. The rear gable has a large 
external chimney stack in the centre, with 2 slate bands and a cornice at the top, flanked by 12-pane 
sashed windows at ground floor, slightly smaller 18-pane hornless sashes with exposed boxes at 1st 
floor and small 4-pane fixed windows to the attic, all these windows with slate dripbands over.  
 
INTERIOR: 1st floor has front room with muntin-and-rail panelled partitioning off axis to the west, and 
forming its rear wall, and mixed panelling on the east wall. Attic has 3 principal-rafter trusses, those to 
north and south with collars and that in the centre with principals pegged at the apex to a short pendent 
strut (or yoke) carrying a diagonally-set ridge purlin. 

MYD35
546 

Nos 48 and 
50 Main 
Street 

Shop and hotel, now integrated as shop, with dwelling over. Probably early to mid C18; altered in C19 
and C20. Scored stucco (rear of random rubble), graduated slate roof. L-plan formed by single-depth 2-
unit main range parallel to street, with long single-depth rear wing to 2nd unit.  
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys and 3 windows. At ground floor the left half (No.48) has a shop front, probably 
C18, consisting of a wide window with a former doorway to the right (altered as a window) both framed 
by convex stone pilasters each with 2 Gibbsian blocks and a primitive Ionic capital, with a deep frieze 
(now covered by C20 lettered fascia), and a prominent cornice over this running out over the doorway of 
No.50. This has a moulded surround, consoles to the cornice, and a recessed panelled and part-glazed 
door with an-overlight which has rectilinear glazing bars; and to the right is a large square fixed window 
without glazing bars. The 1st floor has 3 segmental-headed hornless 12-pane sashed windows, the 2nd 
floor has 2-light-casements under the eaves, and to left and right of the centre windows are prominent 
wrought-iron brackets for former hanging signs.  
 
INTERIOR: front range altered by removal of partitions, but right-hand portion (No.50) has heavy plain 
beam; rear wing has window at 1st floor with etched graffiti including the name "L.Hubbersty / July 23rd 
1778" in elegant cursive script surrounded by flourishes; 2 oak roof trusses and some original purlins. 
(Formerly Listed as: No.48). 

365805 492145 SD 
65805 
92145 

MYD35
547 

Nos 49 and 
51 Main 
Street 
(Mitchell's 
Pharmacy) 

Includes: No.6 RAILTON YARD Sedbergh Town.  
 
Probably a small town house, remodelled as 2 shops (now integrated), with dwelling over (No.6 Railton 
Yard). Probably mid to later C18, remodelled in later C19, with shop front of later 1920s; altered. Cast-
iron, wood and glass shop-front, scored stucco above (random rubble at rear); slate roof. Double-depth 
double-fronted plan.  
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys and 3 windows, symmetrical. The shop-front has panelled and fluted pilasters to 
left and right, terminating in fluted consoles with triangular pediments, a continuous sloped frieze with a 
modillioned cornice which is supported in the centre by a free-standing cast-iron clustered column with a 
composite cap; behind this a recessed pair of doorways with moulded pilaster jambs, and doors with 
Tudor-arched part-glazing and plain overlights, flanked by convex plate-glass windows; and large plate-
glass windows to the front. Both upper floors have sashed windows with sillbands, those at 1st floor 4-
paned and those at 2nd floor square, with 6-pane sashes. Top right hand corner has part of a former 

365810 492132 SD 
65810 
92132 
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banded pilaster, and a kneeler. Rear (to Railton Yard): added external steps to doorway at 1st floor (No.6 
Railton Yard); 4- and 12-pane sashed windows.  
 
INTERIOR: 1st floor (No.6 Railton Yard) has 2 lateral beams in front room (papered), C19 panelled doors 
and pitch-pine staircase. 

MYD35
548 

No 3 Main 
Street 

Small house. Probably later C18, altered in C19 and C20. Sandstone rubble brought to courses, with 
large irregular quoins, stone slate roof. L-plan formed by single-depth main range parallel to street with 
rear wing to left end. Two storeys and 4 windows; doorway to 2nd bay, with C20 door, one 16-pane 
hornless sashed window to the left and 2 to the right, all with rock-faced monolith lintels, similar sashed 
windows at 1st floor above these (those to the right horned) and a 12-pane hornless sash above the 
doorway, all these windows with plain reveals and exposed boxes. Corniced gable chimney to the left. 
Rear and interior not inspected. 

365596 492111 SD 
65596 
92111 

MYD35
549 

Marshall 
House and 
attached 
area 
railings, No 
53 Main 
Street 

Town house. Mid C18; altered. Colour-washed roughcast render (rear of random rubble with quoins), 
slate roof with stone chimneys. Double-depth double-fronted plan.  
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys, now with 4 windows at 1st floor but originally with 5. Offset right of centre is a 
doorway with moulded stone surround and segmental pediment, panelled door with glazed panels in the 
centre and top. Left of the doorway is a 2-storey flat-roofed canted bay window with hornless 12and 8-
pane sashes; all other windows are hornless 12-pane sashes. Attached to the front wall each side of the 
doorway are cast-iron bar railings with anthemion heads. Attached to the left corner at lst-floor level is a 
lantern on a bracket. Rear: 3 storeys and 4 windows (including 2 vertically aligned stair windows offset 
left), all except the lower of these being 12-pane sashes with exposed boxes; back door now covered by 
recently-built link to former single-storey wash-house (which is not of special interest).  
 
INTERIOR: right-hand front room has fielded panelling and fine mid C18 stone fireplace with moulded 
surround and corbelled lintel with fluted key, and above this an overmantel made of ex situ C17 panelling 
dated 1686; rear hallway has fine mid-C18 doglegged staircase with closed string, square newels, turned 
balusters and broad moulded handrail; in the corner of the half-landing between 1st and 2nd floors, an 
extremely unusual shallow triangular lead-lined sink with a drain hole, thought to have been provided as 
gentlemen's urinal.  
 
HISTORICAL NOTE: built for Thomas Swettenham. 

365819 492134 SD 
65819 
92134 

MYD35
550 

No 57 Main 
Street 

Small house, now shop. Probably c1800; altered. Roughcast render on random rubble, slate roof. 
Shallow double-depth plan. 3 low storeys over cellar, 2 windows, symmetrical. The ground floor has an 
early C20 shop-front with wooden pilasters, deep frieze and mutuled cornice framing square plate-glass 
windows and a central recessed doorway which has a glazed door with intersecting curvilinear tracery in 
the head. The upper floors have hornless sashed windows of 12 and 9 panes respectively. Gable 
chimney to right. The rear, to lower ground, has (inter alia) a prominent canted oriel window to the 
ground floor, jettied over the cellar entrance.  
 
INTERIOR: altered 

365833 492137 SD 
65833 
92137 

MYD35 Nos 79 and Pair of town houses. Probably early to mid C19; altered. Slobbered mixed random rubble, hipped slate 365893 492140 SD 
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551 81 Main 
Street  

roof. Unusual plan centred on a wide through-passage at ground floor in each side of which each house 
has its "front" door. 3 storeys and 3 windows, symmetrical, with a wide semi-elliptical archway in the 
centre of the ground floor, with dressed voussoirs and an arch-band, and closed by a wooden and 
glazed screen, probably formerly like that at the rear but now with double-doors flanked by plain-glazed 
windows all under an overlight of 4 Tudor-arched lights. Abutting the jambs of the archway are stone 
walls approx. 2 metres high enclosing small service yards. The 1st floor has tall 20-pane sashed 
windows, the 2nd floor has shorter 16-pane sashes. Side-wall chimneys; skylight in centre of roof. In the 
passage each house has a C19 6-panel door. The rear end of the passage has a wooden and glazed 
screen with small-paned glazing. Rear: windows replaced with plastic double-glazing.  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. 

65893 
92140 

MYD35
554 

Archers 
Hall, 
Millthrop 

Farmhouse. Dated 1681 on gable of rear wing, and on spice cupboard in housepart; altered. Mixed 
random rubble, graduated slate roof. T-plan formed by a single-depth 3-unit range on approx. north-
south axis, of which the south and centre bays comprise the house and the north bay appears to have 
served some service function, with a porch offset left of centre of the east front of the house and a 
service wing to the rear of the 2nd bay.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys, 2:1 windows. The 2-storey gabled porch has a slightly-arched outer doorway with 
a moulded surround and a lintel with hoodmould, a C20 inner door, and a 2-light double-chamfered 
mullioned window at 1st floor with cavetto mullion and a hoodmould; its north side has a slanted 
peephole at ground floor and a 1-light window above. The flanking windows on both floors are all C19 
casements, but at 1st floor of the 3rd bay is a 2-light mullioned window like that in the porch. Gable 
chimney to left, ridge chimney at junction of 2nd and 3rd bays. Rear: the 3rd bay has only a wide 
doorway with timber lintel; the rear wing has in its north side a square-headed doorway with an old 
studded double-layered door furnished with a wrought-iron knocker inscribed “R HI 1681", a 2-light 
mullioned window to the right and two 3-light windows above, all double-chamfered with cavetto 
mullions, and in its west gable two small 1-light attic windows with diamond-leaded glazing, and above 
and between these a square datestone lettered "H / R I / 1681" (=Richard and Isabella Hebblethwaite). 
 
INTERIOR: housepart in 2nd bay has C19 ceiling beam in position of former firehood bressumer, and set 
in the wall below this a carved spice cupboard (presumably re-located) lettered "1681 / H / R I"; in line 
with the front door is a straight C19 staircase enclosed on 3 sides at 1st floor by C17 muntin-and-rail 
panelled partitions; in the north side of this is a similarly panelled door, and to the rear of this another 
door of muntin-and-plank form; the chamber over the housepart has similar muntin-and-rail panelling 
forming a screen to a former smokehood. Forms a group with associated barn to north (qv) on opposite 
side of lane, and with small barn to north (qv). 

365855 491111 SD 
65855 
91111 

MYD35
557 

Barn 
approx 15m 
south east  
of 
Castlehaw 
Farmhouse

Barn and shippon. Probably early to mid C18; altered. Mixed random rubble with quoins, roof with green 
slate upper and stone slate lower courses, both graduated. L-plan formed by main range on north-south 
axis with storeyed shippon-wing at south end projecting to west.  
 
EXTERIOR: the main range has a wagon doorway in the angle with the wing, with a re-used timber lintel 
and C19 harr-hung doors, protected by a porch with rubble side-wall and monopitched roof; left of the 

366248 492441 SD 
66248 
92441 
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, Castlehaw 
Lane 

porch is an interrupted course of through-stones close to the eaves and carried along about half the 
length, and 3 crudely-shaped breathers; further left is a doorway with a monolith lintel, and left of this a 
cart-shed doorway with a timber lintel protected by a slate course. The south front of the wing, on lower 
ground, has a ground-floor shippon which has 2 doorways and 3 windows (w-d-w-w-d), all with stone 
lintels; small square breathers on 3 levels above, and some random through-stones.  
 
INTERIOR: main range has stone partition walls to the 2 north bays, but the remainder forms a single 
vessel with the upper floor of the wing, both parts having principal-rafter roof trusses (including some re-
used timbers).  
 
Forms a group with Castlehaw Farmhouse to the north-west (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Castlehaw 
Farmhouse and barns to south-east). 

MYD35
559 

Barn and 
cottage 
attached to 
west of 
High Birks 
Farmhouse
, Birks Lane

Bank barn and cottage. Probably earlier C19, in one build; altered. Mixed random rubble with quoins (the 
cottage white-washed), stone slate roof on 2 levels. Linear plan on east-west axis, the barn of 4 
structural bays and the cottage of one bay at its right-hand end, attached to west gable of High Birks 
Farmhouse.  
 
EXTERIOR: the barn is 2 very unequal storeys, with a low shippon forming the ground floor to the front 
and the much taller upper floor approached from higher ground to the rear. It has 4 doorways to the 
shippon with a small window at the right-hand end: at the left end, a doorway with a stone lintel and a 
slate-course run out to the right, offset left of centre another doorway with a stone lintel, and offset right 
of centre a pair of doorways with rubble voussoirs, to the right of which is a small square window with a 
stone lintel. Above the 2nd doorway is a loading door. The rear has a wagon doorway with a pair of C19 
harr-hung doors. The interior has original boskins in the shippon, and 3 C19 roof trusses in the barn. The 
attached cottage, 2 low storeys and one window, has a doorway adjoining the junction with the barn, and 
one 6-pane sashed window on each floor to the right. 
 
INTERIOR not inspected. Forms group with High Birks Farmhouse (qv). (Formerly Listed as: High Birks 
Farmhouse and Barn attached to west). 

365111 491453 SD 
65111 
91453 

MYD35
563 

Barn 
approx 20m 
to north 
west of 
Archers 
Hall, 
Millthrop 

Bank barn. C18, altered. Roughly-coursed rubble with some quoins, roof mostly stone slate but with blue 
slate upper courses, stone ridge. Rectangular plan at right-angles to lane, probably 4 structural bays. 
The south side (to higher ground) has a wagon doorway to the 3rd bay protected by a full-height lean-to 
porch, and to the left are small square breathers on 2 levels. The north side has 5 shippon doorways with 
massive lintels, a small 2-light window between the 3rd and 4th, and at the upper level a former loading 
doorway between the 2nd and 3rd, the lower half now blocked with matching masonry, and breathers like 
those on the south side on 3 levels.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected.  
 
Forms group with Archer's Hall (qv) and with small barn to north of Archer's Hall (qv). 

365839 491141 SD 
65839 
91141 

MYD35
567 

Birks 
Cottage, 

Cottage. Probably C18, recently renovated. Mixed random rubble with some quoins (north gable wall 
now pebble-dashed), stone slate roof. Small double-depth plan, plus small porch attached to north gable 

365126 491434 SD 
65126 
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Birks Lane wall. 2 storeys and 2 windows, all renewed 6-pane sashes with exposed boxes. Entrance by re-built 
stone porch at north gable. Gable chimney to-left.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected. Included for group value. 

91434 

MYD35
569 

Browside 
Cottage, 
Millthrop 

Small farmhouse. Probably mid to later C17; recently renovated. Mixed random rubble, stone slate roof. 
Single-depth 3-bay plan, now with C20 outshut to rear. 2 low storeys, 3 windows; with a stone-slate band 
over the ground floor, stepped over the doorway between the 1st and 2nd bays. The ground floor has 
one 2-light mullion window to the left and 2 to the right, all with restored chamfered mullions; the 1st floor 
has a similar window to the left and 2 windows to the right with altered glazing. Re-built stone chimney at 
left gable. Right-hand gable wall covered by former barn now converted as dwelling (and no longer 
included in the item).  
 
INTERIOR: altered. 

366156 491170 SD 
66156 
91170 

MYD35
572 

Castlehaw 
Farmhouse
, Castlehaw 
Lane 

Farmhouse, now house. Dated 1701 on porch; altered and recently radically renovated. Mixed random 
rubble with slobbered pointing, sandstone quoins and stone slate roof. L-plan formed by a single-depth 
2-unit main range with a service wing to the rear of the 2nd unit (probably added at an early date) and a 
staircase outshut in the angle with this.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys and attic, 6 windows, with stone slate bands over both floors (the upper with 
returned ends). The ground floor has a gabled porch offset right of centre, with a moulded Tudor-arched 
opening, lintel with raised lettering "W / 17 R M 01", pigeon holes above this, kneelers (no coping), a 
small peephole in each side, inner side benches and a board door with strap hinges; three 2-light 
mullioned windows to the left, and a 3-light and a 2-light mullioned window to the right. The 1st floor has 
five 2-light windows and a 1-light window at the right-hand end. All these windows have renewed 
surrounds and mullions except that to the left of the porch and both to the right at ground floor, which 
have chamfered reveals and cavetto mullions. Rebuilt gable chimneys. The right-hand gable wall has a 
shallow projection to the centre of the ground floor, and 2 small attic windows. The rear wing is set back, 
has a lean-to porch in the angle, above this the wall is canted in at the junction to expose a 1-light 
window in the rear wall of the main range; otherwise, this wing has 2 altered windows at ground floor, a 
chamfered 1-light window above, and its rear gable has a chimney corbelled from 1st floor.  
 
INTERIOR: contemporary panelled partitioning at 1st floor of main range and across rear wall of wing 
(probably to screen former smokehood), removed during restoration and re-instated: but it is not known if 
it is now in the original positions. Similar partitioning has recently been inserted at ground floor. Forms a 
group with associated barn to south-east (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Castlehaw Farmhouse and barns to 
south-east). 

366226 492467 SD 
66226 
92467 

MYD35
574 

Chapel at 
Sedbergh 
School, 
Loftus Hill 

School chapel. 1897, by Paley and Austin. Snecked yellow sandstone with some sandstone ashlar, 
stone slate roofs. Perpendicular style. Nave and chancel in one vessel, with low north and south aisles, 
full-height north and south transepts (that on the north side coupled with a porch), and a fleche at the 
crossing; addition to west end of nave.  
 
EXTERIOR: the 7-bay nave has 6 square-headed 2-light windows with cusped lights and low brattished 

365792 491767 SD 
65792 
91767 
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transoms, a weathered string course stepped over the windows, and an ashlar parapet stepped up at the 
ends; and a 5-light west window above a single-storey flat-roofed extension. The low aisles have small 
widely-spaced 2-light windows with ogee-headed lights, and at the west end of the north aisle is a 
prominent gabled porch with diagonal buttresses and a parapet with swept ridged coping, which has a 
round-headed doorway with moulded surround, and a statue in a niche with brattished top surmounted 
by a cross breaking through the parapet. The transepts each have a tall 3-light transomed window with 
Perpendicular tracery in the head (that in the north transept with blocked lower lights); in the west angle 
of the north transept is a 2-storey aisle which has a doorway like the other and a cross-window above, 
and in the east angle of the south transept (and continuous with it) is a low gabled vestry which has an 
arched doorway to the left and a 2-light window to the right. (This transept has a ridge chimney.) The 
chancel, with weathered buttresses, has a 3-light window in the north side and a large 5-light east 
window with Perpendicular tracery in the head. Large octagonal fleche with open arcading and ogival 
cap to the turret.  
 
INTERIOR: low aisle arcades of segmental arches with cavetto moulding dying into the piers; tall 2-bay 
arcade to north transept in similar style; open timber roof with arch bracing; chancel with sedilia and 
piscina, carved reredos; stained glass by Kempe. Forms group with associated boundary wall and 
railings (qv). 

MYD35
575 

Church of 
St Andrew, 
Main Street 

Parish church. Mostly c1500, but incorporating fabric of various earlier periods; with major restoration 
1886-7. Mixed random rubble with sandstone quoins and dressings, green slate roof.  
 
PLAN: nave, chancel, continuous north and south aisles which include south chapel and north vestry; 
west tower.  
 
EXTERIOR: the square 3-stage tower has west buttresses to half height, with 4 offsets, belfry stage 
slightly corbelled out and embattled parapet with corner pinnacles; a restored 2-centred arched 3-light 
west window with cusped lights, a transom and a hoodmould; the hoodmould of a former window at a 
high level of the 2nd stage (and a very small opening below this); and a square-headed belfry window of 
3 round-headed lights with hollow spandrels, with stone louvres and a hoodmould. The 5-bay nave has 
clerestory windows of 3 round-headed lights with hollow spandrels and cavetto hoodmoulds. The long, 
low aisles have buttresses, cavetto dripbands, embattled parapets and square-headed 4-light windows 
with round-headed lights, hollow spandrels and cavetto hoodmoulds with figured stops; the south aisle 
has a gabled porch to the 2nd bay, with a wide 2-centred moulded arch, a hoodmould, a small round-
headed niche above this, and coped parapet with ball finial; a large stone sundial over a square-headed 
priest door to the chapel, and east of this a window of 3 trefoil lights. The north aisle has a corresponding 
but smaller gabled porch with a round-headed archway moulded in 2 orders, a cavetto hoodmould, a 
small round-headed niche with a statue, gable coping with a large carved stone finial; and a simple 
round-headed inner doorway (said to be Norman). At the north-east corner of this aisle is an unusual 
diagonal buttress with an elaborate ogival niche. The east end has a wide segmental-headed chancel 
window of 3 round-headed lancet lights, flanked by a 4-light window to the chapel and a 3-light window to 
the vestry.  
 

365723 492074 SD 
65723 
92074 
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INTERIOR: differing north and south aisle arcades, 6 bays to the south and 8 to the north, both with 
mostly cylindrical piers (those of the north restored) and round arches with small chamfer, but the piers 
of the south arcade are much shorter, its west respond is tripartite with a keeled middle member, its 5th 
arch is wider and has double-chamfer, and its 6th arch (to the chapel) is 2-centred; the north arcade has 
a rectangular pier opposite the north door, its 5th and 6th arches, both wider and lower than the others, 
are asymmetrical, and the arch on the north side of the chancel is 2-centred; and above the north arcade 
are 3 blocked windows of a formerly lower clerestory. Two-centred tower arch flanked at the top by 
remains of former round-headed windows. West window of north aisle breaks into right-hand side of 
former deeply-splayed round-headed window. Various wall monuments between the arches of the nave 
arcade. C19 pulpit with restored C18 sounding-board.(1) 

MYD35
579 

Classroom 
Block to 
east of 
Powell Hall 
at 
Sedbergh 
School, off 
Station 
Road 

School classroom block. 1879-1889, by Austin & Paley; with C20 addition; slightly altered. Snecked 
sandstone, graduated green slate roof. Wide irregular H-plan formed by main range on east-west axis 
with short crosswing and porch at west end and longer crosswing at east end. Tudor style.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys and attic, now 2:2:2 windows (but formerly 2:3:1); with a chamfered plinth, 
weathered string course, parapet with ridged coping. The west wing and integral porch in its re-entrant 
angle, have 2 unequal gables, that to the porch set back behind a parapet run out from the gable coping 
of the wing: the porch has a shallow full-height canted bay containing a depressed arched doorway with 
moulded surround and Perpendicular-style carved ornament over the head, flanked by small arched 
windows (1 and 2 lights to the left, 2 lights to the right), and a large triple cross-window at 1st floor; the 
gable of the wing to the left has a pair of cross-windows at ground floor, a transomed 6-light window at 
1st floor, a lancet in the gable and ridged coping with kneelers and an apex finial. The main range has 2 
transomed 6-light windows at ground floor, two 3-light mullioned windows at 1st floor and 3 gabled 
dormers behind a parapet. In the re-entrant of the east wing is a 2-storey flat-roofed addition in matching 
style. The gable wall of the east wing has a pair of cross-windows at ground floor, a carved shield above 
the string course, a 3-stage transomed 9-light window at 1st floor with a hoodmould, and gable detailing 
like the west wing. All the transomed windows have arched upper lights with hollow spandrels, but all the 
windows except those in the addition now have square-headed aluminium-framed double-glazing. 
Octagonal ridge chimney offset right. East and west side walls in similar style, with gables. Rear has 
(inter alia) 3 tall 3-stage transomed 9-light windows at 1st floor rising into gables.  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms group with War Memorial Cloister (qv) forming a forecourt to the front, 
and with Powell Hall to the west (qv). 

365524 491932 SD 
65524 
91932 

MYD35
582 

Nos 36 and 
37 Loftus 
Hill 

Pair of cottages. Probably earlier C19; altered. Random rubble, No.36 roughcast and painted and No.37 
painted, graduated slate roof. Double-depth plan, each cottage single-fronted. 2 storeys, 1+1 windows; 
doorways to the left, both with C20 doors and plain overlights; hornless sashed windows on both floors, 
all 6-paned with vertical glazing bars only. Ridge chimney at junction, gable chimney to right. INTERIOR: 
not inspected. Forms group with Nos 34 and 35 adjoining to the left (qv), which No.36 overlaps by 
approx. half a metre. 

365862 491735 SD 
65862 
91735 

MYD35
584 

No 33 
Loftus Hill 

Small cottage, the right-hand of a pair set back from the road to the rear of No.35. Probably later C18 or 
early C19; altered. Cream-painted random rubble with quoins, graduated slate roof. Single-depth and 
single-fronted, plus a lean-to extension to the left. 2 low storeys, 2 windows; doorway to the left with part-

365871 491751 SD 
65871 
91751 
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glazed door, one 6-pane sashed window to the right and 2 at 1st floor, all with vertical glazing bars only, 
and exposed boxes. Chimney at right-hand gable. Single-storey lean-to attached to right-hand gable and 
slightly set back, with a board door at the junction and a small altered window. Similar in period and style 
to No.35 (qv), with which it forms a group.  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. 

MYD35
590 

High Birks 
Farmhouse
, Birks Lane

Farmhouse, now house. Probably later C17, remodelled in C18 or C19; altered. White-washed mixed 
random rubble with large quoins, through-stones at 1st floor of front and 3 levels of east gable wall; 
stone slate roof. Two units.  
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys (perhaps raised) but with the front apparently remodelled as only 2 storeys; 2 
windows. The ground floor has a gabled porch in the centre, with part-glazed door, a square window to 
the left with altered glazing and a square 6-pane sashed window to the right; the 1st floor has a similar 
sashed window to the right (breaking an irregular row of through-stones) and a rectangular 2-light 
casement to the left. The roof has a broad rectangular 2-stage chimney stack to the left (at the junction 
with an attached former cottage) and a rectangular chimney at the right-hand gable, with a slate band 
and cornice. Former cottage built with barn adjoins left end (qv). Rear: remains of various 2-light double-
chamfered mullioned windows, including one at ground floor of the east bay (now lacking the mullion), 
another at 2nd-floor level above this, anciently blocked; small blocked stair-window in centre; exposed 
ends of 2 beams at eaves level and another at 1st floor; added lean-to kitchen built into bank to rear of 
west unit. INTERIOR: not inspected.  
 
Forms group with barn and former cottage adjoining west end (qv). (Formerly Listed as: High Birks 
Farmhouse and Barn attached to west). 

365125 491451 SD 
65125 
91451 

MYD35
597 

K6 
Telephone 
kiosk 
beside 
churchyard, 
St Andrew, 
Main Street 

Telephone kiosk. Type K6. Designed 1935 by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. Made by various contractors. Cast-
iron. Square kiosk with domed roof. Unperforated crowns to top panels and margin glazing to windows 
and door. (Formerly Listed as: K6 Telephone Kiosk outside the church). 

365721 492115 SD 
65721 
92115 

MYD35
600 

Low Birks, 
Birks Lane 

Millworkers' cottages with attached stable, now house and cottage. 1762 (dated at 1st floor); facade 
largely rebuilt and former stable remodelled and integrated with house in 1980. Coursed mixed rubble 
with quoins at junction with cottage to left (former quoins at junction with stable to right removed during 
rebuilding), stone slate roof. The house is 1 -depth and 2 units, the cottage to the left also 2 units, and 
the former stable to the right 1 unit.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 storeys, now 2+2:1 windows. The original house is symmetrical, with a slate band over the 
ground floor; the doorway and flanking windows have shallow triangular-arched heads with rubble 
voussoirs, the windows at 1st floor have straight stone lintels, and all these windows are now 2-light 
casements with glazing bars (replacing former horizontal-sliding sashes). In the centre of the 1st floor is 
a re-set datestone lettered "H / C E / 1762". Chimneys at both original gables. The cottage to the left has 

365153 491438 SD 
65153 
91438 
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a gabled porch flanked by 2 casement windows with altered glazing windows on each floor. The former 
stable to the right now has a 2-light casement with glazing bars on each floor. Rear: house has central 
stair-window flanked by 2 windows on reach floor.  
 
INTERIOR: despite radical rebuilding of the front wall, retains most original features of interest, including 
a fireplace with corbelled lintel in the rear right-hand room, built-in C18 cupboards in both front rooms, 
staircase with muntin-and-plank side panelling, doors at 1st floor with fielded panels, and 2 pegged collar 
trusses in the roof. (Formerly Listed as: Rawthey Cottage, Low Birks and barn attached to south end of 
Low Birks). 

MYD35
617 

Millthrop 
Bridge over 
River 
Rawthey 

Public road bridge over River Rawthey. Probably C17; altered. Mixed random rubble. Two segmental 
arches of unequal span (the north shorter) with rubble voussoirs, springing from a pier which has a 
triangular cutwater on the east (upstream) side and a similar cutwater on the west side carried up to form 
a triangular refuge to the deck. Rebuilt parapets. 

366138 491372 SD 
66138 
91372 

MYD35
620 

New Bridge Public road bridge over River Rawthey. C18. Slobbered rubble. Two wide segmental arches springing 
from a central pier which has triangular cutwaters on both sides, each with a small pediment above it; 
squinches at the north-west and south-east corners; parapets with rounded and grooved coping stones, 
curved outwards at the corner with the squinches. 

366518 491948 SD 
66518 
91948 

MYD35
621 

No 1 Back 
Lane 

Small house. Perhaps later C17, but much altered in C19. Painted stucco on rubble, with painted quoins, 
stone slate roof and rendered chimneys. Single-depth 2-unit plan. 2 low storeys and 3 windows; with a 
plinth, and rusticated quoins to the left corner. The ground floor has the doorway offset right of centre, 
with a moulded surround and recessed C19 part-glazed door, an oblong 2-light window to the left with 6-
pane horned sashes and a square 1-light 6-pane hornless sash to the right, both these windows with 
deep reveals and moulded surrounds; the 1st floor has three 6-pane hornless sashes with raised sills 
and plain reveals. Flanking the doorway at 1st floor are 2 small wrought-iron brackets for former hanging 
signs. The roof has a large chimney stack at the left gable, and at the front right-hand corner a corbelled 
square chimney stack with a tall cylindrical shaft. The left gable wall has an inserted oblong window to 
the ground floor. Rear and interior not inspected. Forms group with The Old Grammar School opposite 
(qv). 

365764 492052 SD 
65764 
92052 

MYD35
622 

Nos 9 and 
11 Folly 
Yard off 
Main Street 

Pair of small cottages. Probably later C18. Mixed random rubble, slate roof. Single-depth plan, each 
cottage single-fronted. 3 low storeys, 2+1 windows; doorways to right and left respectively, both with 
renewed board doors; No.9 has a 6-pane sashed window at ground floor, a 16-pane sash at 1st floor and 
a small 9-pane fixed window at 2nd floor; No.11 has a 16-pane hornless sashed window at ground floor, 
a similar window above this and a 16-pane horned sash to the left, and at 2nd floor an oblong 15-pane 
fixed window fitted between eaves and the lintel of the right-hand window at 1st floor. Except for this, all 
the openings of No.11 have massive monolith lintels. Ridge chimneys. INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms 
group with No.7 adjoining to the right (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Folly Yard (Nos 7, 9 and 11). 

365923 492112 SD 
65923 
92112 

MYD35
623 

Nos 18 and 
19 Back 
Lane 

Former agricultural building, probably a barn, converted into 2 dwellings. Probably C18, converted in 
C19; renovation of No.18 in progress at time of inspection. Roughly-coursed mixed rubble with large 
irregular quoins. L-plan formed by main range parallel to street with rear wing to No.19 on the right. 
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys, with 3 irregular windows at 1st floor. No.18 to the left has a segmental-headed 
former wagon entrance blocked with dry rubble walling and a restored 12-pane sashed window over 

365928 492100 SD 
65928 
92100 
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which is a slate drip-course, to the left of this a former doorway similarly converted as a 12-pane sashed 
window, above this a smaller 12-pane sash with renewed joinery, and to the right at top floor a small 
square 6-pane fixed window. The entrance doorway in the left end wall, from a covered alley, has a 
studded board door with Y-shaped strap hinges (probably ex situ). No.19 has a doorway with board door 
protected by a simple porch of monolithic stone slabs with a pitched roof of 2 large green slates, flanked 
by 4-pane sashed windows; a large 4-pane sashed window above the doorway with wooden lintel 
protected by a slate drip-band (perhaps formerly a loading door), left of this a 4-pane sash like those at 
ground floor, and in the centre of the 2nd floor a small 6-pane fixed window. Gable chimneys.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected. Forms group with No.20 adjoining to the right (qv). 

MYD35
624 

Nos 15, 16 
and 17 
Back Lane 

Wheelwright's cottage and workshop, now house and antique shop. Late C18; altered. Roughly-coursed 
mixed rubble, with quoins to left; slate roof. L-plan formed by 2-unit front range with cottage to left, former 
wheelwright's shop to right and rear wing to cottage. 3 and 2 storeys to the same height, 2 windows: the 
cottage has a doorway with moulded architrave, cornice on consoles and panelled door, and to the left 3 
vertically-aligned hornless sashed windows (16, 12 and 6 panes respectively), all with raised plain 
surrounds and deep reveals (now painted); the former workshop to the right has a large segmental-
headed wagon doorway with rubble voussoirs (and cement surround), furnished with board double doors 
each of which has a 16-pane fixed window, and above this one large 16-pane hornless sashed window 
with surround like the others.  
 
INTERIOR: cottage has old board doors with lug hinges, and wooden spere to doorway with lug for 
former hinged curtain rail. 

365915 492099 SD 
65915 
92099 

MYD35
625 

No 20 Back 
Lane 

House, perhaps formerly an agricultural building. Probably later C18, altered in C19 and recently. Mixed 
random rubble with large irregular quoins, slate roof (formerly stone slate). Double-depth double-fronted 
plan. 3 storeys and 2 windows. The ground floor has a doorway with panelled-pilaster architrave and 
cornice on simple curved brackets, flanked by 4-pane sashed windows; the 1st floor has 2 large canted 
flat-roofed wooden oriel windows with 6-pane sashed glazing and simple panelled aprons; and above 
these the 2nd floor now has 2 tall half-dormers with unsympathetic recent plain double-glazing. Gable 
chimneys.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected. Forms group with Nos 18 and 19 adjoining to the left (qv). 

365941 492104 SD 
65941 
92104 

MYD35
626 

No 95 Main 
Street 

Small town house, forming right-hand end of row. Probably mid C19. Mixed random rubble with quoins, 
slate roof. Double-depth single-fronted plan. 2 storeys, 2 windows; doorway to left with painted stone 
surround including lintel with foliated enrichment, enriched consoles and moulded cornice; small canted 
bay window to right, with panelled frieze, moulded cornice and hornless sashed glazing with margin 
panes; horned sashed windows at 1st floor with similar margin panes, and corniced architraves like that 
of the doorway. Gable chimney to the right. INTERIOR not inspected. 

365946 492135 SD 
65946 
92135 

MYD35
627 

Nos 3 and 
5 New 
Street 

Pair of houses in terrace. Probably mid to later C19. Coursed mixed rubble, graduated slate roof. 
Double-depth plan, each house single-fronted but No.3 much wider than No.5. 3 storeys, 3+1 windows. 
The doorways, to left and right respectively, each have panelled pilasters, a plain frieze and moulded 
cornice, and both have recessed panelled doors but that at No.3, which is taller because of the slope of 
the street, has steps up and an overlight above the door. No.3 has 2 large rectangular sashes at ground 

365975 492154 SD 
65975 
92154 
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floor and 3 at 1st floor, and 2 square sashes at 2nd floor, all these windows with margin panes; No.5 has 
one similar window on each floor. Ridge chimney offset right (at junction), gable chimney to left.  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms part of a prominent town centre group with Nos 7 and 9 adjoining to the 
right (qv). 

MYD35
628 

Nos 27 and 
28 Loftus 
Hill 

Pair of small houses, No.27 formerly 2 cottages. Probably mid C19; altered, and No.27 remodelled. Grey 
roughcast render (side and rear of mixed random rubble), graduated slate roofs on 2 levels. Each is 
double-depth in plan, No.27 was formerly 2 single-fronted cottages and No.28 is double-fronted, with a 
rear wing. 2 storeys, 2+2 windows: No.27 has a doorway offset left of centre with a panelled door, a 4-
pane hornless sashed window to the left, 2 similar sashed windows on a higher level to the right (the first 
of these replacing a former doorway), both with thin stone lintels, and at 1st floor 2 similar windows offset 
to the right. Gable chimney to left. No.28 to the right, stepped up the slope, is symmetrical, with a central 
doorway which has a panelled door and 3-pane overlight, flanked by sashed windows with altered 
glazing (2-pane upper leaves only), all these openings with thin stone lintels; and 2 widely-spaced 12-
pane sashed windows at 1st floor. Chimneys at both gables (that to the left wider, serving No.27 also).  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. 

365830 491786 SD 
65830 
91786 

MYD35
629 

Nos 34 and 
35 Loftus 
Hill 

Small house (or 2 flats?). Probably later C18 or early C19, altered. Cream-painted random rubble with 
quoins, graduated slate roof, yellow brick chimney. Double-depth, double-fronted plan. 2 low storeys, 2 
windows, symmetrical; square-headed doorway with rendered surround (and C20 part-glazed door), 
flanked by widely-spaced sashed windows on both floors, all 6-paned with vertical glazing bars only, and 
all hornless except that to left at 1st floor. Gable chimney to left. The left gable wall, built against higher 
ground so that only the upper floor is exposed, has a doorway to 1st floor with a panelled door, and a 
hornless 6-pane sashed window like those at the front. Rear and INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms group 
with No.33 to the rear (qv). 

365859 491741 SD 
65859 
91741 

MYD35
630 

No 7 Folly 
Yard off 
Main Street 

Small cottage; derelict at time of inspection (1994). Probably later C18; altered. Coursed mixed rubble 
with quoins, slate roof. Single-depth double-fronted plan. 2 storeys and 2 windows, with quoins at the 
junction with No.9 to the left, a segmental-headed doorway at ground floor flanked by segmental-headed 
square windows, all these openings with rubble voussoirs and all lacking joinery, and at 1st floor a 
formerly similar window above that to the right, now reduced in width and also lacking joinery, and a 
narrow casement to the left.  
 
INTERIOR: has roughly-hewn ceiling beam, and narrow staircase beside front wall; some current 
building work evident. Forms group with Nos 9 and 11 to the left (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Folly Yard 
(Nos 7, 9 and 11). 

365922 492120 SD 
65922 
92120 

MYD35
631 

Nos 80, 82 
and 84 
Main Street 

Row of 3 small town houses. Mid to later C19. Mixed random rubble with quoins, slate roof. Double-
depth plan, each house single-fronted. 3 storeys, one window each. Each has the doorway to the left and 
vertically-aligned windows to the right; all have original C19 recessed and panelled doors, and original 
hornless sashed windows with margin panes; all the openings at ground floor are linked by slab 
hoodmoulds over monolith lintels, and the windows at 1st floor have matching individual hoodmoulds. 
Attached to the left end of the 1st floor is a street lantern on a bracket.  
 

365957 492145 SD 
65957 
92145 
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INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms part of a significant group with No.86 to the right (qv). 
MYD35
632 

Nos 9 
Winder 
Cottage 
and 11 
Howgill 
Lane 

Small house (No.9) and cottage (No.11). Probably mid C18; altered in C19, and recently restored. 
Coursed mixed rubble with quoins to right, roof of large graduated blue slates. No.9 to the right has a 
1.5-depth double-fronted plan, No.11 to the left is single-depth and narrow single-fronted. 2 storeys, 1+2 
windows. No.11 is symmetrical, with a square-headed doorway in the centre (C20 part-glazed door) 
flanked by renewed 6-pane sashed windows on both floors, all with exposed boxes and slab sills. No.11 
to the left has a similar but larger doorway with C20 part-glazed door, a similar 6-pane sash to the left 
and another in the centre of the upper floor. Gable chimney to right of No.9, ridge chimney at junction. 
Rear: No.9 has a single-storey outshut (containing a dog-legged staircase and small service room).  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. 

365658 492163 SD 
65658 
92163 

MYD35
633 

Nos 2 and 
3 Weavers 
Yard off 
Main Street 

Pair of weavers' cottages, now integrated as dwelling and office. Probably c1800; recently altered and 
renovated. Mixed random rubble with quoins, stone slate roof. Rectangular 2-unit plan on west side of 
yard.  
 
EXTERIOR: 3 low storeys, 4 windows; doorway in centre of 1st floor (formerly a pair of doorways, but 
that on the left now altered as a window) approached by a large flight of 10 steps rising along the front 
wall from the right and terminating on an extended deck. The ground floor or basement has a doorway 
and window left of the steps, and a shallow window to the right of the top steps, the 1st floor has 2 
windows each side of the doorway (that to the left formerly the 2nd doorway), and all these openings 
have sandstone lintels; the 2nd floor has smaller windows over the 1st and 3rd at 1st floor, and a blocked 
former window over the 2nd. All the windows have altered joinery. Gable chimney to the left. Left gable 
wall has a low single-storey outbuilding attached at ground floor (formerly privies), through-stones on 2 
levels above, and 2 small windows to each upper floor.  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms group with Nos 5 and 7 facing from the opposite side of the yard (qv). 

365782 492111 SD 
65782 
92111 

MYD35
634 

No 33 Main 
Street 

Small house. Probably late C18; altered. Painted watershot coursed rubble, slate roof. Probably double-
depth plan. Three low storeys, 2 windows. The right-hand portion has a wide rectangular opening 
containing a pair of doorways, both with doors which have 6 fielded panels, and above this a tall round-
headed window with rubble voussoirs and glazing bars with Y-tracery in the head. The left portion has a 
wide oblong window at ground floor with wooden mullions and transom making 6 lights, a cross-window 
at 1st floor with similar mullion and transom, and a 2-light casement at 2nd floor (all with renewed 
joinery). Gable chimney to left. INTERIOR: not inspected.  
 
Forms group with No.35 adjoining to left (qv). 

365757 492129 SD 
65757 
92129 

MYD35
635 

No 35 Main 
Street 

Pair of small shops with former dwelling over, now integrated as one shop with store over. Said to be 
C17 [in former list], but appears to be later: probably C18. Ground floor of painted stone, jettied upper 
floor of painted roughcast render, probably on a timber frame; stone slate roof. Single-depth rectangular 
plan parallel to street, 3 structural bays (as defined by roof trusses); plus a short set-back portion to the 
left.  
 
EXTERIOR: 2 low storeys, 2:2 windows, the upper floor of the main range jettied or cantilevered out on 

365763 492130 SD 
65763 
92130 
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the projected ends of 3 square-sectioned beams asymmetrically grouped near the centre, the 2nd and 
3rd now supported by simple cast-iron columns. Under these beams are 3 doorways (1 to the left and 2 
to the right), that to the left wider with C20 double doors and the others with C19 panelled doors. 
Continued to the left of the left doorway is a 6-pane shop window with thin glazing bars, and to the right 
of the right-hand doorway a smaller oblong window without glazing bars. The jettied upper floor has 2 tall 
widely-separated 2-light casements with 4-pane lights and slender glazing bars. The left return of the 
upper floor has a very narrow window with a transom. Gable chimney to left. The short set-back portion 
to the left has alley doors at ground floor and small 2-light casements above. Rear: C20- dormer visible.  
 
INTERIOR: 2 pegged principal-rafter roof trusses with curved angle-braces, carrying 2 pairs of trenched 
purlins; timber partition under the 1st of these trusses. 

MYD35
636 

No 4 Main 
Street 

Small house. C18, altered. Roughly coursed mixed rubble with very large irregular quoins, graduated 
slate roof with stone ridge slates. Double-depth double-fronted plan. Two-and-a-half storeys, 2 windows, 
almost symmetrical; square-headed doorway offset left of centre, with part-glazed panelled door, flanked 
by square windows with renewed 16-pane sashes; tall segmental-headed windows at 1st fIoor with 
rubble voussoirs and renewed 12-pane sashes; and above and between these a square 20-pane fixed 
window. Corniced gable chimneys. Rear and interior not inspected. 

365622 492123 SD 
65622 
92123 

MYD35
637 

No 5  and 7 
Weavers 
Yard off 
Main Street 

Pair of one-up-one-down cottages. Probably c1800. Slobbered mixed random rubble with quoins, slate 
roof. Rectangular 2-unit plan. 2 low storeys, 1+1 windows; doorways to left and right respectively, both 
with board doors; 2 hornless sashed windows on each floor, that to the right at ground floor 12-paned 
and the others 16-paned. Tall lateral chimney in centre of ridge. Unusual survival of simplest type of 2-
storey cottage.  
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms group with Nos 2 and 3 facing on the opposite side of the yard (qv). 

365794 492112 SD 
65794 
92112 

MYD35
638 

Evans 
House and 
attached 
area 
railings to 
front, Main 
Street 

Town house, now boarding house of Sedbergh School. 1750-59, with late C19 extension to east; altered. 
Roughcast render on rubble, with rusticated quoins, slate roof. Double-depth double-fronted plan, plus 
extension to east. Georgian style.  
 
EXTERIOR: the principal element, 3 storeys with basement and attic, 5 windows, symmetrical, has a 
square-headed doorway with a pedimented Ionic architrave composed of engaged columns with a 
pulvinated frieze and dentilled cornice, and a door with 12 raised fielded panels in 3 tiers; a round-
headed hornless sashed window above the doorway, with thick radiating glazing bars; segmental-
headed sashed windows to the ground and 1st floors, those to the right 4-paned but all the others 12-
paned; shorter square-headed windows at 2nd floor, all 9-pane sashes except the 2nd which is a 
casement. All these windows have raised run-out sills. The roof has a flat-topped attic dormer in the 
centre, and gable chimneys. Continued to the left is the C19 extension, 3 storeys to the same height, 1:3 
windows, the 3-window portion slightly set back, with matching windows except that at ground floor to 
the right which is 18-paned, with the sill at ground level (perhaps formerly a doorway), while the 1-
window portion to the left has wider windows (two 8-pane sashed lights at ground floor, and sashes of 16 
and 12 panes at 1st and 2nd floors respectively). Enclosing a shallow front area for the full length are 
spear railings on a low stone plinth, with a gateway in line with the doorway. Rear: random rubble with 
rusticated quoins, 3-storeys over exposed basement, the 5-window main range having a large round-

365664 492106 SD 
65664 
92106 
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headed sashed stair-window in the centre with rubble voussoirs and radiating glazing bars, and other 
windows all square-headed but otherwise similar to those at the front; back doorway up 6 steps to left of 
centre, with fielded panel door protected by simple porch of monolith stone slate slabs with hipped roof. 
C19 extension set back to right, with small-paned sashes (30 panes at ground and 1st floors, 20 panes 
at 2nd floor), and C20 fire-escape at east end.  
 
INTERIOR: entrance hallway with fluted pilasters to plastered beam, doorways with moulded architraves, 
and very good mid-C18 dog-legged open-string staircase with scrolled brackets, 3 slender turned 
balusters per tread, ramped handrail with wreathed curtail; fireplace in front ground-floor room,moulded 
decoration including foliated side and top panels, and a phoenix in the centre. Forms group with 
associated walled garden to rear (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Original block, C19 extension to E & former 
stables to Evans House). 

MYD35
640 

Powell Hall 
at 
Sedbergh 
School, off 
Station 
Road 

School assembly hall with combined classrooms. 1904-6, by Paley & Austin. Snecked sandstone with 
freestone quoins and dressings, green slate roof. Hall on north-south axis with narthex at south end, 
canted apse at north end, and gabled classroom wings on west side. Perpendicular style.  
 
EXTERIOR: tall single-storey hall, 2-storey classroom wings. The gabled south front of the hall, with 
angle-buttresses and gable coping with extended kneelers, has a rectangular single-storey flat-roofed 
and parapeted narthex with a doorway to the left and mullioned windows with arched lights, and the 
gable above has cruciform fenestration with a tall 4-stage transomed window flanked by mullioned 
windows, all the lights arched. Its 8-bay east side, which has a Tudor-arched doorway to the 1st bay and 
a squareheaded doorway in the 5th, is distinguished by 3 wide full-height canted oriel windows 
alternating with narrower bays which have 3-light mullioned clerestory windows, a string course and high 
parapet carried over the whole. The north apse has buttresses, one incorporating a foundation stone 
dated 1904. All the windows now have leaded double-glazing in wooden frames. The classrooms on the 
west side are in 3 linked gabled wings, that at the north end projected, all with mullioned and transomed 
windows on both floors, and each with a wooden cupola on the ridge.  
 
INTERIOR: impressive hall with north stage, south gallery, panelled dado and-hammerbeam roof with 
enclosed coving; corridors to classrooms on both floors, with staircase at north end.  
 
Forms group with classroom block to east (qv) and War Memorial Cloister (qv) to south of that. 
 

365470 491940 SD 
65470 
91940 

MYD35
641 

No 1 New 
Street / No 
86 Main 
Street 

Shop and house. Probably mid to later C19. Coursed mixed rubble with quoins, slate roof. Double-depth 
plan, with splayed corner to New Street. 
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys. No.86, with 2 windows to Main Street and one to New Street, has a shop-front 
centred on the splayed corner with a corniced fascia carried round over one window in each facade: 
these windows each have 2 round-arched lights with slender shafts and responds, and are flanked by 
pilasters with round-headed panels, and a former doorway in the splayed corner has been converted into 
a one-light window in matching style. Otherwise, the Main Street facade has a doorway with matching 
surround and 2 internal steps up to a recessed panelled and part-glazed door, a window to the left with 

365972 492144 SD 
65972 
92144 
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altered glazing, and hornless sashed windows with margin panes at 1st and 2nd floor (the latter shorter). 
The right-hand return side, 1+2 windows (including No.1 New Street) has matching openings, including 
the doorway to No.1. Rear: sashed windows with glazing bars, and a fixed stair-window with coloured 
margin panes. 
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms group with Nos 3 and 5 New Street (qv) continued to the right of No.1 
and with Nos 7 and 9 New Street attached to these (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Punch). 

MYD35
938 

Nos 4 and 
5 
Settlebeck 
Cottages, 
off Long 
Lane 

Pair of cottages. Probably early to mid C19, in 2 builds; altered. Roughly coursed rubble, slate roofs on 
slightly different levels (stone slate at rear). 2 low storeys, 2+2 windows, with quoins to No.5 at the 
junction. Each is symmetrical, with a square-headed doorway flanked by large rectangular 6-pane 
sashes at ground floor, all these openings with large stone lintels almost continuous, and smaller 6-pane 
sashes above. No.5 has a slightly higher roof with gable chimneys. Rear: No. 4 is one storey, No.5 is 2 
very low storeys. 
 
INTERIOR: not inspected. Included as part of a street frontage group with Nos.1 to 3 to the left (qv) and 
with Nos 6 and 7 adjoining to the right (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Settlebeck), 

366319 492055 SD 
66319 
92055 

MYD35
939 

Nos 6 and 
7 
Settlebeck 
Cottages, 
off Long 
Lane 

Farmhouse, converted as pair of cottages, now re-integrated as one dwelling. Probably early C18; 
altered. Roughly coursed rubble with quoins, stone slate roof. Single-depth 3-unit plan at right-angles to 
road, facing south-east. 2 storeys, 2:2 windows; gabled porch at the junction, with doorway in west side; 
6-pane sashes on both floors (3 at ground floor of No.6 to the left). Gable chimneys (that at east end 
formerly corbelled) and ridge chimney. West gable wall, canted in the centre, has 2 sashes without 
glazing bars on each floor, all with stone slate drip-bands. Outhouse attached to south-east corner. Rear 
wall adjoins south end of No.5.  
 
INTERIOR: lateral ceiling beams in all 3 bays, the 3rd undercut at the rear end for a former staircase; 
former housepart in east bay contains C18 fireplace with corbelled lintel, and late C19 cast-iron range. 
Otherwise, altered. Included as part of a street frontage group with Nos 4 and 5 (qv), and with Nos 1 to 3 
(qv) attached to No.4. (Formerly Listed as: Settlebeck). 

366321 492048 SD 
6632 
9204 

MYD35
940 

Nos 1, 3 
and 5 
Palmers 
Hill off Main 
Street 

Row of 6 almshouses, now remodelled as 3. Dated 1848 on plaque in centre; altered. Pale sandstone 
and blue ragstone in alternating courses of rock-faced masonry, with punch-dressed sandstone quoins; 
graduated blue slate roof. Long rectangular double-depth plan, formerly one unit each but adjoining pairs 
now integrated. Simplified Jacobean style. Single storey, 9 windows; windows and doorways formerly 
alternated, with the window to the left of the doorway in each case, but the 2nd, 4th and 6th doorways 
have been altered as matching windows. All the openings have dressed lintels with cavetto hoodmoulds; 
the 3 remaining doorways are square-headed and have studded doors with strap-hinges and plain 
overlights; all the windows are cross-window casements. To the left of the window of No.3 is a 
rectangular plaque inscribed "WIDOWS HOSPITAL / BUILT BY / T.PALMER / AD 1848". Roof with 
oversailing eaves and verges, gable chimneys and 2 ridge chimneys.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected. 

365610 492142 SD 
65610 
92142 

MYD35
941 

Walled 
garden 

Walled garden. Probably later C18; altered. Mostly mixed sandstone and blue ragstone rubble, except 
for south face of north wall which is handmade red brick. Trapeziform, approx. 40m wide from east to 

365673 492044 SD 
65673 
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approx 40m 
south of 
Evans 
House, 
Main Street 

west and approx. 50m on the longer west side. Walls approx. 2m to 3m high, with stone coping; 
segmental-headed doorway in centre of north wall. Forms an important part of the setting of Evans 
House (qv). 

92044 

MYD35
942 

Jubilee 
Drinking 
Fountain 
built into 
churchyard 
wall, Finkle 
Street 

Drinking fountain with side-benches. Erected in 1897 when Finkle Street was widened to commemorate 
the diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria. Sandstone ashlar with black marble plaque and brass cup. 
Classical style. In the form of a pedimented aedicule, with console-footed fluted pilasters framing a 
recessed centre, a pulvinated frieze inscribed "1837" over the left pilaster, "QUEEN'S DIAMOND 
JUBILEE" in the centre, and "1897" over the right-hand pilaster. The centre has a convex bowl with a 
drinking cup on a chain, and a small black marble plaque with an inscription recording the cause and 
occasion. The pediment contains relief sculpture inscribed "THE WOMAN OF SAMARIA AND OUR 
SAVIOUR AT THE WELL" (now protected by a perspex screen). To left and right are integral stone side-
benches. Forms group with Church of St Andrew (qv). 

365740 492111 SD 
65740 
92111 

MYD35
943 

Nos 37 and 
39 Main 
Street 

Two shops, formerly with dwellings over. Probably mid C19; altered (and perhaps raised). Scored render 
to ground and 1st floors, roughcast render to 2nd floor (sides and rear of random rubble), slate roof. 
Double-depth plan plus back extensions.  
 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys and 5 windows, with channelled pilasters, plain frieze and moulded string to the 
first 2 floors only. Extending almost the full width of the ground floor is a C19 wooden shop-front 
composed of fluted pilasters with diamond capitals, panelled aprons, entablature with plain frieze 
interrupted by diamond panels over the pilasters, and simple moulded cornice (with canopy apparatus 
over the centre and right-hand windows). Within this shop front No.37 has a pair of doorways flanked by 
windows (square to the left and oblong to the right) and No.39 has a doorway to the right and a 2-light 
window to the left. All the doors are part-glazed, with overlights and all the windows have plate-glass 
glazing. Attached to the wall over the doorway of No.37 is a slender wrought-iron scrolled bracket for a 
hanging sign. Both upper floors have sashed windows, those at 1st floor hornless. Gable chimneys with 
slab cornices.  
 
INTERIOR not inspected.  
 
A long, regular and relatively unaltered C19 facade, forming an interesting contrast to the varied pattern 
of this street and grouping well with No.41 (qv). (1) 
 
A detailed description of the building was completed prior to a planning application (Sept - Nov 2005) (2) 

365774 492130 SD 
65774 
92130 

MYD35
944 

Nos 7 and 
9 New 
Street 

Pair of houses in terrace. Probably mid to later C19. Coursed mixed rubble with quoins to the left, 
graduated slate roof. Double-depth plan, each house single-fronted, built halls-adjoining. 3 storeys over 
cellars, 1+1 windows. The doorways are coupled in the centre with a double architrave which has 
panelled side pilasters, a plain slab partition in the middle, a plain frieze and enriched consoles to a 
prominent moulded cornice with a shallow hipped roof, and steps up to recessed doors (altered). Each 
has one large rectangular sashed window on each main floor, with margin panes, and a square 9-pane 
sash at 2nd floor. Deep lateral chimney stacks at left gable and at junction with No.11 to the right. 

365976 492164 SD 
65976 
92164 
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INTERIOR: not inspected. Forms part of an important town centre group with Nos 3 and 5 adjoining to 
the left (qv). 

MYD35
945 

Boer War 
Memorial 
approx 40m 
north of 
Chapel at 
Sedbergh 
School, 
Loftus Hill 

War memorial. Probably c1902-5. Commemorates 8 former pupils of Sedbergh School who died in the 
second South African War (1899-1902). Red sandstone. Square plan. Four-step plinth, square base with 
lettered panel in each side, square tapered shaft with chamfered corners, chamfered cornice and wheel 
cross. The panels on the base each have 2 bands of raised lettering in Arts-and-Crafts style giving the 
names and units of the fallen, with the dates and places of their deaths (one of them awarded the 
Victoria Cross). 

365786 491815 SD 
65786 
91815 

MYD35
946 

Boundary 
wall and 
railings to 
Chapel at 
Sedbergh 
School with 
gateways 
and lamp, 
Loftus Hill 

Boundary wall with railings, gateways, and lamp standard forming terminal at west end of south wall. 
Probably c1897 by Paley & Austin. Sandstone rubble wall surmounted by low wrought-iron railings and 
gates, cast-iron gatepiers and lamp standard. Encloses east and south sides of chapel grounds, with 
gateways at north end of east side and west end of south side, lamp standard attached to that end. Wall 
stepped up slope, with flat coping; simple bar railings; octagonal gate piers to double gateway in east 
side and single gateway on south side, both with ornamental wrought-iron gates. Lamp standard with 
barley-sugar twisted shaft and cruciform top now lacking original lamp-holder; C20 swan-neck electric 
lamp added. Forms group with Chapel at Sedbergh School (qv). (Formerly Listed as: Chapel at 
Sedbergh School). 

365810 491741 SD 
65810 
91741 

MYD35
947 

Small barn 
approx 30m 
north of 
Archer's 
Hall, 
Millthrop 

Small barn and byre. Probably early C18. Roughly coursed large mixed rubble with quoins and some 
through-stones, stone slate roof with some blue slates. Rectangular 4-bay plan on north-south axis. The 
west side (to the lane) has a segmental-headed wagon doorway to the 2nd bay, with long rubble 
voussoirs and remains of a stone slate drip-band; and some small square breathers. The east side (to 
the farmyard), with some through-stones, has a doorway to the south bay and another doorway near the 
north end, both with large oak lintels and prominent stone slate drip-bands, the first with a stable door 
and the latter leading to recessed doorways; a small rectangular opening in the centre, and some small 
square breathers.  
 
INTERIOR: now furnished with shippon stalls.  
 
Forms group with Archer's Hall (qv) and with bank barn to west of Archer's Hall (qv). 

365875 491141 SD 
65875 
91141 

 
 
 
 
 
 


